PROTESTS & DEMONSTRATIONS

**DO** EXERCISE YOUR RIGHT TO PEACEFULLY ASSEMBLE

**DO** VOICE YOUR OPINION WHILE RESPECTING THE RIGHTS OF OTHERS

**DO** ENGAGE IN THOUGHTFUL AND CONSTRUCTIVE DISCOURSE

**DON’T** BE PHYSICALLY VIOLENT OR THREATEN VIOLENCE

**DON’T** CAUSE DAMAGE TO PROPERTY

**DON’T** OBSTRUCT EGRESS OR OPERATIONS

---

**UNLAWFUL PROTEST** =

- Intentionally blocking entrances, stairwells, corridors
- Intentionally obstructing or seriously impairing sponsored/authorized activities
- Intruding upon a private office or entering a room/meeting space without approval (trespass)
- Being disruptive immediately outside of rooms occupied for classes, study, research
- Using signs indoors, supported by standards or sticks
- Intentionally creating a noise disturbance that interferes with authorized activities
- Violence or threats of violence against people or property
- Using amplified sound/music without a proper permit
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“...the University of Wisconsin should ever encourage that continual sifting and winnowing by which alone the truth can be found.”